
Ultra Series Tilt-Turn
European functionality meets American style.

Standard Features:

} 2-11/16" nominal sash thickness

}  Basic jamb width is 4-9/16"

}  Constructed of pine, with pine interior stops and wood mull casings on mulled units 

}  7/8" LoE2-270 insulating glass* 

} Glazed to the interior with wood glazing beads

} All exterior wood parts are preservative-treated

}  .062" thick, 6063 extruded aluminum alloy frames are press fit on to the wood frame exterior of all 
units, as well as the sash

}  Accessory grooves are integral to the extruded frames for the easy addition of accessories

}  Frame corners are mitered or profile cut, with internal corner and end keys screwed into the joints 
and injected with silicone sealant

}  70% PVDF fluoropolymer finish on frame and sash exteriors (meets performance requirements of AAMA 
2605-05)

}  3 layers of weatherstripping to offer optimal performance and a tight seal

}  Operating handle in a Rustic Umber finish

}  Concealed hinges

}  Heavy vinyl nailing fins with head drip caps**

NOTES: 
All measurements are nominal.
* Argon gas may not be included with units to be installed in 
or shipped through high altitude areas.
**Standard only on units without brickmould.

The Ultra Series tilt-turn is a versatile window that combines American flush-
to-frame design with European functionality.  This dual-action product can 
swing in for access and easy cleaning, or tilt in like a hopper for ventilation, 
all with the simple turn of a handle.  Ultra Series tilt-turn windows have three 
layers of weatherstripping to offer optimal performance and a tight seal in 
even the most extreme climates.  

A variety of operational options are available to customize the unit to specific 
needs.  Tilt before turn is the standard operation, with units also available as 
turn before tilt, turn only (inswing), tilt only, and hopper.  Additionally, a custom 
handle height adds convenience to opening even the tallest or shortest unit.  
A 6-9/16" extruded aluminum extension jamb is available, allowing a flush 
interior look when installed in deeper wall conditions.

With a number of unit types available, including transoms, picture units, and 
direct sets, the Ultra Series tilt-turn showcases impressive and unique style.  
Offering great design flexibility, this multi-functional window is a perfect fit for 
many different applications. 

} Tilt before turn (standard)

} Turn before tilt

} Hopper

} Turn only (inswing)

} Tilt only

Operational Options:
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NOTES: 
LoE2-240, LoE2-270, LoE3-366, Neat and Preserve are trademarks of Cardinal IG.
* Argon gas may not be included with units to be installed in or shipped through high 
altitude areas.

Optional Features:

Glass:
} LoE2-240*

} LoE3-366*

} ThermaPlus LoE

} Neat®

} Triple pane

} Patterned-, bronze- or gray-lite

} Tempered or laminated

} Preserve™

} Other options standard to the industry

Divided Lites:
}  Performance divided lites with 5/8", 7/8", 1-1/8", 1-3/4", 

2-1/4" or 4-1/2" bars

} Beveled, ovolo or square profile interior PDL bars

Other Options: (custom options are also available)

} Other wood species and FSC-certified wood

} Ovolo or square profile glazing beads

} Interior prefinishing

} Interior casing

}  6-9/16" extruded aluminum exterior extension jamb with 
groove for accessory application

}  Extruded aluminum accessories applied to accessory 

grooves on the exterior frame

} Hardware available in White or Black

} Custom handle heights

}  Metal exterior screen or retractable screen with BetterVue® 
screen mesh (frames to match exterior color of unit)

}  Interior extension jambs in a wide variety of sizes (shipped 

loose for field application if over 12")

} Galvanized steel installation clips

Lock Options Available
Ultra Series tilt-turn windows have 

different lock options available.  For 

tilt-first windows, there is a tilt-only 

option (when locked, this unit will tilt but 

not turn).  In addition, units can lock 

completely.

Hardware
The Ultra Series tilt-turn features 

a modern handle in Rustic Umber 

(standard), White, or Black (shown).
For professionals: www.kolbe-kolbe.com

For homeowners: www.kolbewindows.com


